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good cop. bad cop'? "V
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conflicted cop actually", says McGrath with a grin.
"Nick was just a swine and once a swine always a
swine! Hahaha! We tried to be sincere and honest and
talk about the good and not perform to the camera.
We wanted the contestants to win. It's not about me
and Nick. We're there as professionals, we know
where we've come from and what we think about
food and it's funny how much on the same page we
were."
McGrath and Munier have known each other for
five years. "We had planned to do something
together for years", says Nick. "We're both kinda
very high end guys. Nick worked at the high end for
a long time, so did I", says McGrath. "You work at
the high end in London when you're dealing with

running the same race. Ido miss the race. 1 really
do, but I know I'll return."
Munier left school at 1 6, went to catering college
in Germany before working with the Roux brothers
in London and went on to manage the restaurant at
the K. Club. He then became assistant manager in
Marco
White's
two-Michelin
star
Pierre
establishment in Hyde Park. His love affair with
Ireland continued when he met his wife Denise
O'Brien from Clondalkin during a brief (two week)
spell at Conrad Gallagher's Peacock Alley in
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perfection, not everybody can do that but me and
got on, always had chats, always
considered the possibilities of working together and
then Ireland went bust."
Quite. McGrath is referring to his tenure at Mint,
the Ranelagh establishment where he successfully
worked to achieve the holy grail of a Michelin star.
It was no great surprise that he did but in the
process, the former bad boy of the Irish culinary
world earned comparisons with Gordon Ramsay for
his brusque approach in a high pressure
environment. "I love to work but you do put
yourself under a huge amount of pressure. You
either enjoy that pressure or you don't", he says.
"Cooking needs that kind of pressure, if you're

trying to get consistency from a very complex
product eveiy day you have to be on your toes and
everybody else needs to be on their toes. You're
running a race and you see it as a race and a race
doesn't last forever. The unfortunate thing was that
Ireland went bust and I ran out of time."
Facing up to the realities of post-Celtic Tiger
Ireland, last year he opened The Rustic Stone, just
around the comer from Pichet. There, he trades
successfully with less gastronomic exactitude and a
more accessible and competitive menu. He has also
mellowed a lot. "Completely. I'm not under the
same pressure, I'm not doing the same job, I'm not
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Dublin. He opened Pichet two years ago and within
six months it was rewarded a Bib Gourmand by the
esteemed Michelin Guide.
He also worked for a while in U2's Clarence Hotel
and the co-owner was a regular in the restaurant.
"Thursday night was the boys' night out when they
used to come to the Clarence a lot", he says. "They
were always very nice and the drink sales would go
up because no one wanted to leave. God was in the
room. Bono used to always eat off the menu but
sometimes he'd want something plain like fish and
chips but he'd always have a good bottle of wine."
Not wanting to be left out of the celeb hobnobbing,
McGrath chips in, "I got a kiss off Sienna Miller for
dessert once. Of course I stank of garlic and hadn't
washed."
Back to the matter at hand
Master Chef Ireland.
Each cook will have 55 minutes to prepare and plate
up on the show and our judges aren't afraid to break
hearts and shatter dreams. "This is the thing. It was
tough, very tough, because you get to know their

personalities and they're passionate and they wanted
to impress us", says Nick. "It was hard for us because

some days we had to
say unfortunately one
There were tears and
having to let someone

make that tough decision and

of you is going home today,
that was just us! It was tough
who was so keen to stay go.
Don't forget you've got the cameras on them and
you've got the pressure of cooking for us."
McGrath says he is not a fan of cookery shows on
TV and indeed paid very little attention to what his
counterparts on Master Chef UK do. "We're our own
people", he says. "I think you'll find that Master Chef
Ireland is quite different. I'm not a big fan of cookery
shows. I think enough about food to be sitting at
home trying to learn ideas from Nigella."
However, one thing McGrath and Munier do have
in common with their UK. colleagues is the fact that
tney consumed nu 8 e amounts of food every day
during filming. "At the finals of Master Chef Ireland
there were nine courses and I actually felt self
loathing coming on", says McGrath. "So I have spent
the last two months running every morning. Me and
Nick also play tennis together every Friday."
So just what is the culinary equivalent of a badly
sung Eye of 77ie Tiger? "We've seen some crazy
stuff', says Dylan. "Let's just say there were some
disasters, some misconceived monstrosities that were
about people having more belief in themselves than
actual ability. One contestant made strawberries,
onion, pork and bean dumplings which is a marriage
I found difficult to manage."
"I took one for the team", says Nick with a grimace,
"Dylan refused to eat it. He didn't need to -he just
saw my face. He had the ambulance on speed dial. A
lot of people thought that what they were producing
was what we wanted to eat and because they
overcomplicated by thinking about what was going
to impress us, it didn't work. That's not what it's
about. It's about taking the ingredients and making a
simple tasty dish but half of them just went berserk
and did these obscure, mad things. This is a show

about being yourself."
McGrath nods in agreement and then it occurs to
him as he makes very short work of his risotto:
"Here, do I have to pay for this?"
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